SEGMENTATION OF PANELS IN D-COMICS

XINWEI WANG
Hello there, we are --- Panels!

And this is a story of us panels migrating from the paper land to the digital world.
FOR HUNDRED OF YEARS, WE PANELS LIVED IN THE PAPERLAND...

GUYS, A NEW LAND HAS BEEN DISCOVERED, IT'S CALLED --- THE DIGITAL WORLD!

AWESOME!

BUT, I HEARD...

THIS PROBBB-AABLY IS IT

I DON'T HAVE A GOOD FEELING ABOUT THIS!!!
...WHAT IS THIS PLACE...

THOSE BOXES ARE COMING TO US...

WE ARE BEING SQUEEEEZEED!!!

AND STRETCHED!

THAT BOX CUT THEM!!!

DUDE! SOMETHING IS MOVING INSIDE YOU!!!

SOMEONE OUT THERE?

HELP!!!

SOS!!!
GREAT! YOU CAN SEE US! HELP!

HELLO, PANELS, HOW CAN I HELP?

PLZ DO SOME RESEARCH!

PANELS! I MAY HAVE FOUND A WAY!

THANK FOR COMICS-GOD!

PLZ TELL US!

YEEY!

QUICK!
LIKE THIS?
FIRST LINE UP.

THEN... SEGMENTATION!!!
WWWHAT?

WHAT R U DOING?
IS THIS THE SOLUTION?

NOT YET THE SOLUTION,
BUT VERY IMPORTANT TO KNOW.
WHY? ISN’T IT THE SAME AS BEING SEGMENTED BY PHYSICAL PAGES?

WAIT, THIS SEGMENTATION IS...ALIVE?

MY DEAR PANELS...

LOOK AROUND, THE DIGITAL WORLD IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE PAPER LAND.

THE SEGMENTATIONS CAN HELP YOU COMMUNICATING WITH THE BOXES.
FIRST, DEFINE SEGMENTATIONS

WITHOUT ANY BOX.

THEN, USE STRATEGIES TO ADAPT THE DISPLAY IN DIFFERENT BOXES.

THESE ARE THE STARTING STEPS TO MAKE D-COMICS!

SO MANY YEARS... JUST THE STARTING STEPS...

WHEN CAN WE HAVE A GOOD LIFE HERE...
MAKE MORE D-COMICS!
WE WANT A BETTER LIFE!

I KNOW...I WILL, BUT...

...PANELS,

LOOK! THIS PERSON CAN ALSO SEE YOU!

WOW! GREAT! CAN YOU HELP US?